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SESSION – 49   SOME EXTRA VERSES  

I. SPOKEN ARABIC:   For continuity, see Spoken Arabic in previous lesson. 

��������	
 . ���	
  ������� ��� ���.  ������������ . ����	���	
 	�  ���	
  
(I) am learning.  I I don’t know.  Arabic. (I) don’t speak I 

II. GRAMMAR:  (i)  Singular, Dual, and Plural Forms and their endings 

There are specific rules in Arabic for making singular, dual, and plural forms of a word.  (Yes, dual is a 
separate and distinct Number in Arabic!).    

 ‘Aaraab forms ↓ Plural Dual Singular Gender 
�������	�
��  �����	�
��  ���	�
��  mg.  

 ��������	    when used as subject, etc. 
�����	�
��  ������	�
��  ����	�
��  fg.  

����	�
��  ������	�
��  ���	�
���  mg.  


������	    when used as object, etc. 
�����	�
��  �������	�
��  ����	�
��  fg.  

����	�
�� ������	�
�� ���	�
�� mg.  �������	�       when the noun is used with 

preposition, or as mudhaaf ilaih, etc. �����	�
�� �������	�
�� ����	�
�� fg.  

(ii)  Verse for Understanding the Rule for Broken Plural (����� ��). 

��	�	�	
  ���!�"�#  �$	%��� ����&  	'����(	�  ���)	�  
Haven’t? they travelled in the land (earth) so that should have  for them 

*+����,  �#��)�� 	'����-��  .'�	/0 ��	
  �#��)�� 	'����1�" 
hearts with them to understand  or ears with them to hear. 

��)���2	�  3�1���� �	� �$��4��	%���  	���5�� �+����-��� 3�1����  
For indeed the eyes do not grow blind, but the hearts grow blind 

  ��(���  �$��674�� ���   
 which are within the bosoms. (٢٢:٤٦) 

Message: 

It is an EXTREMELY IMPORTANT ayah which gives us the secret of one’s relationship with Allah.  If a 
person’s heart is dead / corroded, nothing can benefit him.  Alternatively, if you feel that nothing is 
moving you to get closer to Allah, check your heart.  Is it corroded?   

And if the heart becomes blind or corroded, then it is a dangerous sign.  Jannah is awarded to those with 
clean hearts only.  The center of our spiritual existence is our heart. Remeber the hadith (if heart becomes 
corrupted, the whole body becomes corrupted...).  All important activities are functions of heart such as 
Iman, Ikhlaas, love, tawakkul, sabr, shukr, ....  If the heart is fine, the action follows.   

We should try always to keep our hearts clean by doing Istighfar, establishing regular prayers, reading Al-
Quran with understanding, avoiding sins, helping orphans and others, and commiting ourselves to Islamic 
activities.  

Have they not 
travelled in the land 
so that they should 

have hearts with 
which to 
understand, or ears 
with which to hear? 

For indeed it is not 
the eyes that grow 
blind, but it is the 

hearts, which are 
within the bosoms, 
that grow blind. 
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Grammar points: 

• There are two types of plurals in Arabic.  Solid Plural ( ��ِ��َ �	
َ ) & Broken Plural ( �ّ�� �	
 ).  

• Solid Plural is formed by: 

o  endings  �� ،ون such as ��	ِ�ُِ�ِ�ُ	�ن، ُ�  from �ُ ��ِ   (for masculine gender); or by  

o endings  ات  such as  ت�	َ�ِْ�ُ  from �	َ�ِْ�ُ  (for feminine gender)  

• A plural which does not folow the above rule is called Broken Plural.  Ex:  ُ��ت�ُ from  ���
َ!�ل  ;َِ from 

"!َ
َ.   

• A verb can be singular for a plural subject (Ex:  وا�َل ا�&ِ%�َ� َآَ#ُ�'َ ).  Here َل�'َ is singular in form and is 

used for the subject وا�ا�&ِ%�َ� َآَ#ُ which is plural.  

• A confusing case is that of singular feminine verb/pronoun/adjective/adverb for a plural case.  This 
happens when a broken plural is used.  

• Verse 22:46 is a very interesting verse grammatically too.  Just remember it thoroughly to understand 
the working of broken plural.   

• There are 4 broken  plurals ( ، ُ�ُ�ور���ب، أ
	�ر، ���ب ) in the above verse.  A total of 3 singular 

feminine verbs (���� ،���� ،ن���) are used to refer to them.  In addition 4 singular feminine 

pronouns (��ِ�َّه�، َه�، َه�، ا) are used to refer to the broken  plurals.  

• Remember another point here, i.e., you have the same verb form for ‘you’ and ‘she’ in رع���: 

 You become; she becomes  .(أ"! ���ن، ه� ���ن)

 You become blind; she becomes blind   .(أ"! ����، ه� ����)

Here, don’t take these verbs to mean you.., you...  It is referring to she..., she....  But THIS singular 

feminine is used HERE to refer to broken  plurals, i.e.,  ر، ���ب�	
  . ���ب، أ

III. THE MAIN LESSON:  Use 3SP.  Ponder these miscellaneous verses & take lessons. 

�5����  �8����#0  �9������  �$��)�:����  �;�1�<���� ���1	-�����)��:�� (

And of  His signs are the night and the day and the sun and the moon.  

	=�	,  ���	, ��#  �;��	�	
  ���  �>����  ���4��  
He said,  “O my people! Does not [?] belong to me the kingdom of Egypt,  

?@���A�B  �$��)��	%��� C���D��   ��(�E�� 5��  	F	�	
  	'����4�G�� )��:��( 
and these rivers flowing beneath me; then don’t [?] you see.” 

���G�:�(�H�� �I!�J	K L��L�5�M�� �5  �'�N  �O���� L�5�M��  *��P�N )��:��(

Avoid! much (of the) suspicion; Indeed, some  (of) the suspicion is a sin.  

��:���Q����  �5��  �R��1�"�� SR���  �TK�$��G7� )�	:�(  

And We have sent down from the sky water (that which is) blessed.  

?1�U�����5  �����V 	'0���-��� �W	��X 	'��"��2��� �8�1���V  	'����G��� )��:�
�(

The Most Merciful taught the Qur’an, created man, taught him eloquence.  

 �9�@  �Y���	
  �Z#�6�U    �����[��\��� )��:�(  
Has?  come to you the narration / news of the overwhelming (calamity). 

 

And of His signs are the 
night and the day and 

the sun and the moon.  
--------------------- 

He (Pharaoh) said, “O my 
people! Does not the 

kingdom of Egypt 
belong to me, and these 
rivers flowing beneath 

me?; then don’t you 
see?” --------------------- 

Avoid much suspicion; 

indeed, some suspicion 
is a sin.   

--------------------- 
And We have sent down 

blessed water from the 
sky.    

--------------------- 

The Most Merciful taught 
the Qur’an, created 

man, and taught him 
eloquence. 

-------------------- 
Has there come to you 

the news of the 

overwhelming calamity? 
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LESSON – 49   SOME EXTRA VERSES  

I. SPOKEN ARABIC:  Translate the following: 

�?52X�
G . �F
G  U7B2�X� ��' ��.  h0&�:�X!�	 . �?52
��
G 
"  �F
G  
      

II. GRAMMAR:  (i) Fill up the following table using the word �������:  

 ‘Aaraab forms ↓ Plural Dual Singular Gender 
      mg.  

 	�
�����    when used as subject, etc. 
      fg.  

      mg.  

��
������    when used as object, etc. 
      fg.  

  

 mg.  ��������      when the noun is used with 

preposition, or as mudhaaf ilaih, etc.   

 fg.  

(ii) Translate the verse given below and identify the following in that verse: 

Four broken  plurals:  

 

Three singular feminine verbs:  

 

Four singular feminine pronouns: 

 

�������	 �
�������	 ���� ����� �������  
�?
2
'
G  	;�w�b�  �c�$
g!�	 ��'  
67B��
'  �?�O
�  

     

\�7B2B@  0��O�: 
67B2�/�X  Y6	
�` �;
G  0��O�: 
67�X1�b  
    

�O0F�k
'  N1�X� �
� �$�=�:
g!�	  3��
�;  ��7B2B/!�	 N1�X�  
    

  ���5�	  �$;���=�	 ��'   
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III. THE MAIN LESSON:  Translate the following miscellaneous verses: 

�������	 �
�������	 ���� ����� �������  
�3��;  �%����`  Bx�&52�	  �$�O08�	;  ���10Z�	;  ��1
/!�	;)��:�� (  

      


D�
@  �U�7
@ ��  ��&
�
G  ���  ��!2��  ��=��  
      

�,;�f�4  �$�O�F
g!�	  ����~�   ����P� 3��  
<
'
G  
6;���=���� )��:��(  
      

	7���8��s�	 	+w��
R  -��-�35]�	 3  56�H  ��X:  -�35]�	  \?!r�H )��:��( 
       

�8!�0EF;  3��  ���10b�	  ����  �dR$���� )�	:�(  

     

�1�p0��	�3  ?52M 
6`��B/!�	  �
2I  
6�bF�k!�	  �%152M  
6�&�!�	 )��:�
�(  
       

 !x,  ���
G  B����p    �h&����!�	 )��:�(  
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Lesson-49:  To remember of the meanings, note down the following clues &  & more, if you have any. 

Arabic Meanings 
Root 

Letters

Earlier occurrence / Mother-tongue 

or false link / Grammatical form/ … 
Arabic Meanings 

Root 

Letters

Earlier occurrence / Mother-tongue 

or false link / Grammatical form/ … 

����1����)  I speak ك ل م ِّ��َ�َ�ُ ،�ْ���ََ ،�ُ���َ�َ�َ ،�َ���ََ ����ََ ،����َ�َ�ُ ،�  �	���-�
��, and the 
moon -  

&��� �# that which is 
known ع ل م �، َ�ْ�ُ��م، ِ�ْ��، َ��ِ��ِاْ�َ�ْ ،�ُ�َ�ْ�َ ،�َ�ِ�َ  �$���# kingdom  م ل ك �َ�ِ�َ : king; �َ�َ�َ : angel 

��1�� �)�� I am learning ع ل م ِّ��َ�َ�ُ ،�ْ���ََ ،�ُ���َ�َ�َ ،�َ���ََ ����ََ ،����َ�َ�ُ ،�  ����8�6�M�
� the rivers ن � ر sg. ��َ�َ ; pl. َأْ�َ��ر 

�����H�� Haven’t? Did 
then not? -  �ْ�َ�َ�ْ�+ َف + َأ = َأَ  R�	�J�) flowing ج ر ي  

�y�/�'�,  they traveled 
س ي 

 ر
 �K�7�) you see	�N,�  ، َ!ْ"�- َ!�َر، َ�ِ#"ُ�، ِ!ْ�، ِ!�ِ��، 

ب ص
 ر

َأْ&َ$َ�، ُ�ْ%ِ$ُ�، َأْ&ِ$ْ�، ُ�ْ%ِ$�، ُ�ْ%َ$�، 
 ِإْ&َ$�ر

����T hearts 
ق ل 

 ب
sg. (�ْ)َ ; br.pl. ُ��ب)ُ ���7�W�.�!�� Avoid! 

ح ن 
 ب

 ِاْ.َ�َ,َ)، َ�ْ/َ�ِ,ُ)، ِاْ.َ�ِ,ْ)، 
 ُ�ْ/َ�ِ,)، ُ�ْ/َ�َ,)، ِاْ.ِ�َ,�ب

�'�N���-�  

they 
understand ع ق ل they use reason  ���1O
�  the 

suspicion ظ ن ن  

��8�+ with them  - ( َه�  is used here to refer to broken 
plural, ُ��ب)ُ) 

���_�4 sin أ ث م  

ZN���[ ears أ ذ ن sg. ُأُذن ; br. pl. َذان� �C����/
� the sky س م و sg. ء	
َ�َ ;   pl. َوات	
َ�َ 

h��� �) ��
 do not grow 
blind ع م ي 

 �
 ;you grow blind : َأْ�َ� َ�ْ�َ
 �
  ;she grows blind : ِهَ� َ�ْ�َ

but here it is referring to ر	َأْ�َ�, 
br.pl. 

��*����7\# blessed  
ب ر 

 ك
�	ِرُك، َ�	ِرَ�ْك، َ�	َرَك، ُ  

��	ِرك، ُ!َ�	َرك، ُ!َ�	َرَآَ!ُ 

����K�+�M�
� the eyes 
ب ص

 ر
sg. "�َ�َ ; br.pl. ر	��1 َأْ�َ���� taught ع ل م ِّ$�َ�ُ ،%َ&$'َِّ$'َ ،%ُِّ$�َ!ُ ،%ْ%($ِ�ْ�َ ،%&$�َ!ُ ،%  

c�.1
� those which; 
fg. that which  - (used here to refer to broken plural) ��)���2  come to you ٍت،  أ ت ي� ،�ِ�، ِإْ�َ)	ن-َأَ��، َ�ْ+ِ��، إ  

 came with :  َأَ�� ِب ; came to : َأَ��

E��1�
� the night -  �'���� 

narration, 
news ح د ث  

����8�W
��, and the day -  �����D��:�
� 
the 

overwhelmin
g calamity 

غ ش 
 ي

 

�~���}
��, and the sun 
 م ش

 س
     

 


